
Curriculum Vitae (summary)

Name Rudolf Hanel

Address Section for Science of Complex Systems, CeMSIIS, Medical University of 

Vienna Bauteil 86, Spitalgasse 23, A-1090, Vienna, Austria

Personal Data Date of Birth:        05 05 1968

Place of Birth:        Allahabad, India

Nationality:        Austria

 Education

06.12.99 Dr. rer. nat. (PhD), Theor. Physics, Uni Vienna,

12.05.95 Mag. rer. nat. (MSc) Theor. Physics, Uni Vienna 

10.06.87 Matura (final exams) Gymnasium Aloisianum, Linz 

Career History

Since 15 Jan 2010 Post Doc, Section for the Science of Complex System, 

CeMSIIS, at the Medical University of Vienna 

2 May 2007 - 14 Jan 2010: Post Doc, Complex System Research Group (COSY) at the 

Medical University of Vienna

1 April 2005 - 31 Mar 2007 Post Doc, Visionlab, Department of Physics, University of 

Antwerp

2002 Stand-in Assistant Prof. (Univ. Ass) at the Dep. of 



Biomedical Engineering and Physics, University of Vienna

2001 Research Position at the Dep. of Biomedical Engineering 

and Physics, University of Vienna

2001 Research Position at the Dep. of Diagnostic Radiology, 

University of Vienna

2000 Researcher with tutorial duties at the Dep. of Theoretical 

Physics, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven

1999-2000 Research Position at the Dep. of Diagnostic Radiology, 

University of Vienna

1995-1998 Post-Graduate Training in Medical Physics

1995 Software development at the Numerical Harmonic Analysis 

Group, Department of Mathematics, University of Vienna

1994-1996 Tutor/Instructor exercises in Theoretical Physics (CM, QM, 

FT, SP) at the Department of Theoretical Physics, Vienna

Career-related Activities

2003-2005 Software-development / self-employed / Antwerp / Belgium 

and advisory activity for ATMA fermentation plant 

development

1996-1997 Civilian Service / Geriatric Institution / Vienna

Publications Over 60 peer reviewed publications in scientific journals, 2 book 

chapters (see list)

Talks Several talks in national and international conferences and seminars on 

various topics of multidisciplinary physics as for instance, medical 



imaging, evolutionary systems,  complex statistical  systems,  and 

theoretical physics.

International work 

experience 

Several years in Belgium; Resercher with teaching duties at the   Katholieke 

Universitijt Leuven and Researcher at the University of Antwerp. 

Teaching 

Experience

Exercise instructor for theoretical physics (Classical mechanics, Quantum 

Mechanics and Statistical Physics) at the department for theoretical Physics, 

University of Vienna, over a period of 4 Semester (2h per week per semester 

each).-  One semester classical mechanics exercise instructor at the KU 

Leuven. - Teaching courses like, basics of medical imaging, stochastic 

processes, and genetic network reconstruction, in the PhD program 

“Medizinische Informatik, Biostatistik und Komplexe Systeme“ at the CeMSIIS, 

MUW.

Grants co-author of several national and international grant-applications. One pending 

grant-application (FWF) on bias-field reduction methodology, as first author and 

principal investigator. 

Habilitation in preparation;  - 

Greatest 

Achievement: 

The discovery of a symmetry in the entropy of complex systems which has lead 

to lasting cooperation with the nobel laureate Murray Gell-Mann. 

Curriculum Vitae: extended

Rudolf Hanel is with the Complex Systems Research Group since 2007. In this time he has 

achieved to contribute to biologically and medically relevant questions concerning the 

dynamic properties of evolutionary systems. This includes identifying specific types of 

creative and destructive phase-transitions observable in evolutionary systems like 

technological or bio-chemical reaction networks and eco-systems in work together with the 

renowned theoretical biologist Stuart Kauffman (momentarily at the University of Calgary). 

Other examples cover topics from topological properties of food-web stability to uncovering 

mechanisms of self-organization in the dynamics of genetic regulatory systems or analyzing 

the importance of active degradation-processes for interactomics. Yet, Rudolf Hanel is also 

contributing to other fields, like the statistical theory of complex systems. This work forms the 

basis of his so far maybe greatest achievement - the uncovering of transformation laws and 

symmetries which all admissible entropies of complex systems follow and their complete 



classification. This work has led to a lasting cooperation with the Nobel laureate Murray Gell-

Mann whom Rudolf Hanel is visiting regularly at the Santa Fe Institute in New Mexico.  

Since finishing his PhD 1999 in Theoretical Physics and following postgraduate training in 

Medical Physics Rudolf Hanel is working and publishing extensively on a diverse set of topics 

ranging from Statistical Physics over Robotics to Medical Imaging, Complex Systems and 

Evolution and has also presented results of his work in talks at international conferences and 

universities.

He was involved in scientific research at the Department of Diagnostic Radiology University 

of Vienna where he developed an experimental Virtual Endoscopy tool. At the Department of 

Theoretical Physics at the KU Leuven he worked on statistical properties of neural networks. 

He was with the Department of Biomedical Engineering and Physics, (at that time) University 

of Vienna (now MUW), working on a project on Medical Robotics in cooperation with the 

Austrian Research Center (ARC). After some advisory activity with respect to the 

development of the Austrian fermentation gas reactor initiative ATMA (European patent EP 

97954752.8 ) and developing software for magnetoencephalographic data-acquisition and 

analysis, Rudolf Hanel was with the VisionLab, Department of Physics, University of 

Antwerp, working mainly on intensity-bias reduction methodology and - in a cooperation 

between Belgium Universities and Barco/Kodak - on  general MR image enhancement 

methods. Since 2007 he is member of the Complex Systems Research Group. For R. Hanel 

participating in both theoretical and applied science has proven to be a highly fascinating and 

instructive way to spend his time in the tension between physical grounding and creative 

generalization of theoretical concepts, which serves both - his broad spectrum of interest and 

his inclination towards detailed mathematical analysis.

Rudolf Hanel's current interests aim at a thorough understanding of non equilibrium 

processes, their thermodynamic properties and associated phase transitions, and tipping 

phenomena, i.e. leaps of creative destruction in the evolution of complex non equilibrium 

systems, and to bring these tools to practical use, for instance in the analysis of genetic 

regulatory data.

R. Hanel: Science is driven by explanatory needs and evolves by variation and selection of 

ideas. We try to develop adequate theoretical tools for understanding the difficult field of non 

equilibrium processes by advancing our understanding simultaneously into a number of 

different directions. Network theory, as a mathematical tool, stands central but rather as a 

means than an end. We try to keep the theoretical concepts we work on physically grounded. 

Evolution, Bioinformatics, Econophysics, systemic risk and lately social sciences, with topics 

like opinion formation and bureaucratic inefficiency, provide interesting problems for 

advancing and testing theoretical concepts. It is very exciting how actually a relatively small 

number of fundamental ideas and concepts suffice to understand a highly diverse spectrum of 

phenomena in principle and how the things we learn in one problem then helps us to 

understand biological problems with sometimes medical relevance. The diversity of possible 

applications in the field helps us to keep thinking out of and across boxes and stimulates 

creative thinking. On the other hand the physical grounding reminds us that eventually 

sufficiently matured theoretical concepts always have to be put to the test experimentally.

R.A. Hanel is married to his wife Martine Saerens from Belgium. They have a 16 year old 

son. In his spare time R. Hanel likes, besides many other things, to play piano and guitar and 

occasionally to jam with friends.


